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Abstract
The fourth issue of ]PI. Planetary Ephemerides. designated )I
Ephemeris No. W (DE96), is described. This ephemeris replace!
which has become obsolete since its release in lWJ9.
The improvements in I)E96 are many. They include more r
accurate observational data, new tyjws of data, better processing
refined etpuations (it motion which more accurately describe the
the solar system. The descriptions in this report include: th-se 111•%ti
as the new export version of the cphcnneris.
71 ►e tapes and requisite software will be distributed through
puter Software Management and Information Center (COSMIC)
of Georgia.
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JPL Development Ephemeris Number 96
I. Introduction
The JPL Development Ephemeris 9H described in this
report is the fourth official release from the JPL Ephem-
eris Tape System. It replaces DE69, which was released
in 1989 (Ref. 1) and which has since become obsolete,
The JPL Ephemerides are produced by a system of
programs referred to as the Solar System Data Processing
System (SSDPS). Observational data are collected anti
compared against a base ephemeris. Partial derivatives are
computed and used in a differential least-squares program
to improve the values of thu initial conditions of the
planets at a given epoch, along with other associated
parameters. The differential equations of motion, using
the new initial conditions, are numerically integrated,
thus producing the new ephemeris. Finally, the observa-
tional data are compared against the new ephemeris as
a check.
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This report discusses the main features g hat were
present in the production of DE98. The following sections
discuss the observations and how they are processed, the
formation of the partial derivatives, the solution and its
resultant constants and initial conditions, the numerical
integration and equations of motion, the final residuals,
and, lastly, the export %ersion of DE98.
II. The Observational Data
There ware 44(X)2 observations used in the solution for
DE98. These come from five major sources, which are
described below. Different weights were assigned to
various sets of observations according to the formula,
-= 1/,Y,,, where o„ is the a priori standard deviation.
From previous experience, we were able to assign values
to these which were approximately equal to the post-fit
rins residuals.
ltl•:1,1.+)I)UCU311.1'1'Y OF 'rill',
(jilt ,,uLNAL PAUL IS PUUR
A. Optical
'Ilse •
 optical ubsvi%ations curate from the Six- at  Nine-
Inch Transit Circles of the U. S. Naval (llnervatury
i USNO). They cover the time spun i91 l 197 1 .tad have
been discussed by Ot-Merwinter and (:alien (Ref. 2) and
by O'H.uulley et al. (114-1.  1).
All of the optical observations have IK •en reduced to
the NI(4 (:atalogue system using the tables given in the
Second Svric% of the Publications of the 1 7 . S. Nanul
Obsr ►catury.
The a priori standard deviations in right ascension and
declination were 1" 0 see E and 1"0, respx•ctively, for the
Sun, Mercury, and Venus and 0'15 see S and 075, respec-
tively, for Mars through Neptune.
'Ilse number of observations for each hotly and the ails
ptust-fit residuals for the optical data are shown in Table 1.
B. Radar
Rader time-delay mt-asmuments from Mercury, Venus,
Mid Mars have come from six sources: Arecibo Ionospheric
Observatory, flaystack (Mil l), I► lilLstunc lfill (NUT),
Goldstone I)eep Space Station (DSS) 1:3 (JPL), Goldstone
DSS 13/1)SS 14 Bistatic (Ji l l.), and Goldstone DSS 14
(JPL). The a priori standard deviations assigned to these
data varied according to source, planet, and year. The
number o. radar data points for each planet and their
post-tit rats residuals are shown in'1'Able: 2.
C. Mariner 9 Range Points
The Mariner 9 \avigatur. ► Tcam combined h04 range
points to the liars Orbiter with positions of the orbiter to
the center of mass of ltlars in order to produce accurate
Earth-Mars ranges front November 1971 to October 1972.
These data, shown in fable 3, exist in fuur sets according
to their proximity to the ;Martian solar conjunction (JD
2441Wb), when the 2200-511 iz ranging signal passed
within 4 solar radii of the Suit the heliographic latitude
of +79'. 17he uncertainties in the propagation of the sig-
nal through the corona are reflected by the lost-fit runs
residuals. The modeling of the t.•orona is discussed) m
Section 1111).
D. Pioneer 10 and 11
71he Pioneer Navigation Teams provided Earth-Jupiter
ranges by combining Earth-spacecraft ranges with posi-
tions of the spacecraft relative to Jupiter's center of atass
al the times of erncountcr tJu 24420211 ,... i JI) 2442385).
'llne a priun %landard deviation+ were 50 j,s for each.
E. 1911/1973 M g rs Radar Closure
Theta , were 291 " c• losury points" from the Mars radar
data taken during the opitusitiuns of Stars fit and in
1'.;73. These clo%mv Iwuits are pairs of days during which
the observed points on thr surface of Mars are nearly
identical with respect to :Martian Iungitude and latitude.
Since the same tolougraphical features art- observed during
each clay, the uncertainty intro Kneed by the topography
of 41ars ma) he vifnnioated by subtracting the residuals of
one day front those of the other day. The remaining dif-
(rn nce is then due only to the e• plit-n ►e • ris drift between
the two days. These Intints had a priori standard devia-
tions of alwut 1 t.s.
III. Processing of Observations
lit to the standard calculations used when com-
paring the observations against correskwnding values
predicted b) the ephemeris, there were• some unique
frahnres in I)1 .96. which are described below.
A. Day Corrections
The optical data lroui the USNO covering the years
1962-1971 have not yet bad day corrections applied for
the Sun, Mercury, and Venus; i.e., the Iwdies observed
during daylight hours. (:onst-quently, temporary correc-
tions art- .applied in I)E96, the coefficients being deter-
roined in the solution itst-if. The forms of the corrections
are
an - A, + A; sun 8 + A, cos Ito
.1S - D, + D, sin 8 + Ds cos ho
where S is the declination and ho is the hour ankle of the
Sun (i.e., time of day). Tht- corrections, a,, and .1S, arc to
he added to the (omptacd values of a anti S.
R. Corrections to Drift in the Optical Data
lit years, it has becom; apparent that the re-
siduals for the inner planets ',Le., those observed by radar)
have shown a secular-like drift in right ascension similar
to what would be shown by inaccurate precession and
equinox drift. As such, the corrections an = (.1rn + .1n
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sin n tun e)T and Ja - (an cy ►s n)T, similar to prece%%icna
formulae (sees e.g . lief. 12. paragraph 117), and 1n
(ET similar to e(luufox drift. are combined Into
.fin • (.^li ♦ -%n %in it tall 8) T
where c is the speed of light (c •mh), / is the trcyteney
N 11/1 of the radio tattler signal, N, I% th(- electron
density ((-an '), and the integration is carried out over the
linear distance (cm) front point P, to point P, in space.
"flit .
 electron density was assumed to have the following
form:
and A	 d
All S -- ♦ .
r	 r°"
.18 = (an co% aI7'
where N. is the rate of drift and 7' is nacasa► red in centuries
past If15t1.0. The vot-f fivicnt% A and in are determined in
the solution; the corrections An and Ad are to Ix- subtracted
from the o/hscreed values of a and d. "flue( values are not
incorporated into the precession parameters; they serve
only as fill Kill icatioll .. to the optical Beta.
C. Corrections to limb Biases for Mercury and Venu•
Mu-.1 of the transit observations of Venus and %()file of
Mercury are taken not on the center of light but rather
on the illuminated edge, The corrections to center of
planet are then applied by the U SNO, using values of
parameters currently :mailable. To account for corrections




Ja = — —	 ff =
it
	 1'
where the corrections ra and rn are determined u ► the
solution, p is the ISarth-planet distance, and the sign-
d'-pe'nd nn which linth i% being observed.
D. Solar Corona Time Delay
liesides the standard relativistic time delay in the radar
signals between the Earth and a planet (Ref. 4), there is
also it delay caused by the electron densit y in the solar
corona. This has been discussed by Mohleman et al.
(Ref. 5). The following formula for cornna delay Ar (14s)
was used ill
	 the radar and Mariner y data in
DEW:
40.3	 P
► _ 4' . ►, N, cis
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with the solar distance or v%prv%%ed in units of the solar
radius.





'I'llew values are consistent with the corona derived from
Mariner6 and 7 data by Muhleman et al. (Ref. 5).
E. Mars Ellipsoidal Model
Occultation measurements of
*
 he Martian surface by
Mariner y have shown that the shape of the surface may
he approximated by .a triaxial ellipsoid This defern ► ina-
tion and its implications for radar ranging have been dis-
llssed by Standish i lief. f3). Tlae radar time delays front
Mar% have been c•ompotcd using this uatdel. '1'hc wh% ► le
ellipsoid is scaled according to the nar:m equatorial radius
of the planet, the only associated parameter in the solu-
tion for DI?9fi. The shape and orientation of the ellipsoid
are unaltered.
Tlac surfaces of Mercury and Venus are approximated
by spheres.
IV. Partial Derivatives
7'hc partial derivatives used in the observation equa-
tions were obtained, for the most part, from the Set 111
formulation of Brouwer and Clemente ( Ref. ; p. 2.11).
For a given observation n, say, this calculation invokes
the following chain rule:
aft(t)	 aa(t) ar(t)






where r(t) is the vector of Cartesian coordinates at time t,
Am! S(0) Is the vector of Set III corrections at elxrch
It w 0). The second factor oil right-hand side is the
matrix Riven by Broinver :urd (1vinence where osculating
elements are typ ►.all% used It is rigorowtly exac ► for only
true Keplerian motion or at epoch. In the actual cases, the
accuracy was found to be 90011 enough to suplHrrt nearly
all of the observations. The exception% are described
liclow;
(1) The• heliocentric orbit of Neptune is poorly approxi-
mated by Keplerian motion. A dr inatic improve-
ment is seen when the motion is with respx •t It to the
hary•center of all tallies interior to Neptune. There-
fore, in the case of Neeuhrr ►e, the formula above was
replaced by
aa(t) _ e?a(() ar • (t) i4S"(0)
i S(0)
	 cr"(t) 'S"(0) .•S(0)
where the starred quantities are computed with
respect to the harycenter interior to Neptune. Ifere,
the second factor is far more ,e orate than its on.
starred counterpart above. The enird factor needs to
he computed only once. It comes from
	
aS"(0)	 0iS • (0) ar• (0) 0^S(0)
e" S(0) a ar"(0) ^ r(0) [e'r(0) ]
where one may see that
8r"(0)
%'r(0)
(2) The high precision of the 'Mariner 0 range data re-
quires exeptienally accurate partials. For these,
numerically integrated variational equations includ-
ing the effect of Jupiter's orbit were used,
(3) The 1071-1973 Mars radar closure anal ysis also
has ill
	 high degree of precision Numer-
ically obtained partials were used here as well,
V. Solution for DE96
There were 6 . 1 parameters in the solution for DEfNi. A
lull rank solution of an eigenvalue-eigenvector analysis
was applied to the oscillating elements at (-lxwli JI)
24404(1),5, The parameters were
IS orbital elements (Pluto excluded)
4 limb corrections for Nferc•trry and Venus
3 rirdii for Sivicury. Venus, and %Lies
1 scale factor (km/AU)
8 transit circle day corrrertions for the Sun. Mercury.
and Venus covering 1462 1071
2 correction. (or the drift in the optical data
Tables 4, 5, and 6 give hehocentrie 106( 4 .0 equatorial ini-
tial conditions for all nine planets plus the. Nie ►on for three
c' epochs. Tables 7 and A present values of the
other parameters used in DE96.
We have adopted the , set of planetary u ►a es which are
Irving recommended to the luternatiemal Astronomical
Union (IAU) by Commission 4, with the exception of the
mass of the Forth Sloon barycenter, which has one more
digit in DE96.
For the orbi t .A Pluto, we have used the initial covdi-
tions from DEW.
VI. Covariance/Correlation Matrix of DE96
The normal standard deviations and the correlation
matrix from tiler solution for DEW are given in Table 9.
The units are are seconds for all parameters except for the
astronomical unit and the three radii, which are in kilo-
meters.
The following list provides identification .,i the com-
puterized version of the parameter names;
D.\f\\'i	 Al + Ar Nfouwer and Clernence Set III





AU	 Scale factor (km/AU)




ADAYI	 A,	 Day corrections
DDAY3 D.
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RAIN	 It	 pia N$ of Ith planet
It sort he enap ►hasixed that Table 9 gives formal values
obtained dire vik , from the solution. It is well known that
the use of snch iorinal covariances often leads to overly
optimistic predictions of accuracy.
VII. Numerical Integration of the Planets
The dynamic evolution of the- solar system was obtained
by numerically integrating the• equations of motion over
the entire twentieth century. The gravity rn(xlel used is
the Isotropic, Parameterized Po , . t- Newtonian (I'PN) n-
hody metric ( Ref. A) and the Newtonian gravity perturba-
tions of the asteroids Ceres, Pallas, and Vesta regarded as
following helim-entric Keplerian ellipses. The celestial
hoxhes being integrated are the yen and the nine planets.
Tln• gro ►ce •ntnc lunar ephemeris I.E -44 was obtained by
an independent integration and was treated as input by
the pLuaetary program.
The n-holy equations of motion were derived from the
variation of a time•indepeode •nt L.agrngiam action integral
fornuilated in a nonrotating solar-system barycentric
Cartesian coordinate frame. For each celestial body, the
ft-body equations of motion art-, to order 110,
^^ =	 µe ( r^ — re) { 1 — 2 (P + y)	 µk
	
.a	 N!	 C^	 k.a rek
+ 3—+ 4y	 µ ►C, + 1 Nw ^rw — re ^
Ll
ita!	 S	 r,—r!	 ,
T6.0	 2
2 l	 ►e,	 `	 r ,. rl ) p]
where
r„ i„ and r, are the barycentric position, velocity, and
av rleration s e•ctors of 1 ►exly r
,e,
	 lam„ wl ►eIe G is the gravitational constant and n ► ,
is the mass of body 1
r„ = r — r,
11 is the I'M parameter measuring the 000linearity in
sulwrlx ►sition of gravity
y is eh( , PPN Para ineter measuring space curvatnrc pro-
duced by unit rest mass (In this into-gration, as in genera!
relativity, /I = y = 1.)
e), - i,
c Is the s clocity of light
1„ is the second zonal h:armonir• cot-fficient of body j;
a, is the equatorial radius of Ixxiy j
p, is the unit vector in the direction of the north celestial
px ►le of lardy f
The index ne io the next-to-last teen on the right side
of (1) runs over the .asteroids. The quantity r, appearing




o	 + (1 + y) (	 >	 Newtonian acceleration of each body j do(- to all other\	 `	 major celestial bodies ,1 nd the three .asteroids;
2 (1 + y)	 3 (r, — r!) • r!f'	 r, • r)	 ^' r	 rc,	
T
1	 1	 1	 µ!
+2c' (r,—r,)•i,)+ - 1: { I r, — r,l
!N a!
i(2+2y)i, —(1+2y)i,))(i,—i,)





where j nns over the Sun and planets and k runs over
the Sam, planets, and asteroids. The last terse on the right
side of (1) represents the contrihntion of the ohlatencss
effects of each lxxly. For this integration, all harmonic co-
efficients 1s were set to zero. Normally, the only signifi-
cant contrihntion arises from the ohlateness of the Sun.
5
A.
11te inclt-lx•wit-t ► t variable of mit-gration is the time
( ,00rthnate in flit- to 60% , metric.
'11e niasst-s .11141 Kepleri. ►n elt-mmnts of flit- asteroids art-
given in Table 10.
The definition of the relativistic har)-cenler (et-Wer of
maso of flit- solar %%mein is somewhat nimlified fret. flit-
usual Newtonian formulation iRt-f. Ni From conservation
of linear :and .cttguLu momcnhun, Iht- 1M.01011 of the
h.trycentric origin is given by





l hily flit- planets were actually integrated. At each step
throughout the ii.tegration the relativistic masses µ• were
cadeulated from (3), and flit- Iiosition of the Sim was sub-
sequently determined from (2). Rccause of substantial
uncertainty	 --ir masses, the asteroids %sere not in-
eltidvd in '	 , centric calculations.
11 ► i% seevus to indkwte that the othe r data in DE96 hAve
Wert intrexiucrd iiny major invon%kivii0m, We havt-, how•
ever, notked %%%lematic error% in the• optical t6fa..is slid
(hMerwinter and (:ohcn Thew are discussed in the- nert
section.
'Iltc radar rmiduals art- plotted in Figs. 2a-c. Thu variy
data have bvi-n severely down-weighted. Them seem tc) Ix.
trends duc to tolx ►graphy in the plots of Mercun acid
Venus these• leaving liven modeled simply as sphcrkal
Ixxlics, For Mars, the residuals are with rexix-ct to the
ellipsoid referred to in Section M. In all three cases, the•
%tandard deviations are about 10 ps, amounting to about
11 km. Thi+ would increase to a both 2.2 k ►u for a spherical
model of the• Martian surface.
The Marimcr b residuals are shown it ► Fig. :3 The lxx ►r
fit at flit- Martian solar conjunction is app:crent. litre the
data are not only noisy but vornipted by large fluchiatiom
mi the solar corona. I rather anahsis of these data is still
hviw+ perfoimccl.
'Ilkv residuals in range for Pioneer 10 and 11 are —47
and +R7 des, resliectively.
VIII. Lunar Ephemeris
fhe construction of LE44 is similar to that of the
LURE2 ephemeris. which is to he documented elsewhere.
Because there was no attempt to put the Imnar and the
planetary ephemerides on the same reference system,
there rn.ty he rotatiota in all three axes a:.., ►utititig to no
more than 0.1 are second hetsst-e11 the two. The impr ►sed
masses of DF9 6 were , ► sed mid the secular acceleration of
the Mcon's longitude was adopted, without fitting, to he
n - —38"/cenhtrv•'.
IX. Residuals With Respect to DE96
The residuals for the ohsen•ational data with respect to
DE96 arc shown in Figs. 1-4. Tlic lwst-Fit standard dt- y iA-
tions have liven given in Table% 1 -3.
The optical residuals, plotted in Figs. la-h, appear
similar to those given by Oesterwinter and Co pen (Ref. 2),
whose ephemeris ss,es formed from the optical data only.
The rt-sie oak of the Mars closurc anal ysis are shown in
Fig. 4 by means of it histogram. Of flit- 2411 residuals, 206
were less than 1 I' S. The largest residual was 6.5 im Most
of the 16 residuals greater than 3 ps come from observa-
tions where the altitude on the surface of Mars is rapidly
increasing with changing latihide. If the two clays IM-ing
compared have significantly different latihules (up to 1'
was allowed), it 6.5 is residual can arise from only a 1',
incline.
X. A Systematic Trend in the Right-Ascension
Residuals
Tht right-ascension residuals of the planets contain it
s y stematic trend which is not evident in Figs. la-n be-
cause the plots :re so compressed in time. Therefore. the
right-ascension residuals of !Mercury through Neptune are
plotted again in Figs. 5a g, where this time the al,s. issa
vorresponds to cite heliexentric difference in right ascen-
sion between the Earth and the pl.;net; i.e., degrees past
ol)liosition (degrees past inferior conjunction for Mercury
,uicl Venus).
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The cause of this trend is unknoww hit it is definitely
A universal one—not due to one particular planet, ephem-
vris, or set of cbser vetiow, The reasomog for this is is
follows:
(1) The trend is ohviom in Figs. 5a-d for Nfercury
through Jupiter.
(2) "l'he trend has Ix-en noted :-t the residuals for the
LTSNO 1?nhemeris (Ref. It, 1 . in the Dahlgren
Fphemeris, %%here it was actually discussed for
Venus by Oesterwinter and Cohen (Ref. 2), and in
l.:uihscher's dissertation for Mars ( Ref. 11), as %vel!
as in the ]1 I, Ephemerides to date.
(3) The trend is present in the Tokyo and Gri-enwich
transit data as well as the I I SNO data, these three
sources Ix v ing present in Laubscher's dissertation.
This systematic trend, the "opposition effect" or "phase
effect," is presently liv ing investigated.
XI. Export Ephemeris
The Dhyfi vphenu•ris, along with all re(lumtr software.
ha% been put on magnetic tape in a format suitable for a
wide range of computers.
The nesv forrr-it is more than four limes .is a ompaet as
the previous "Type N)" used for DEM. F urthermorc, the
interpolation error is below 10 em for all Ixxlies—an
improvement of 10 , from before.
The range of data is from December 16, 1944, to
January 25. 21100.
Copies of the tape, software, and user instructions are
available from the NASA Computer Software Manage-
nu lit and Infonnatiov Center i (A)SMIC) at the Uni-
versity of Georgia.

















Fig, la. Optical residuals for the Sun





















Fig. 1b. Optical residuals for Mercury
	

























Fig. lc. Optical residuals for Venus
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Fig. Id. Optical residuals for Mars
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fig. le. Optical residuals for Jupiter
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Fig. 1g. Optical residuals for Uranus



















Fig. 1h. Optical residuals for Neptune
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Fig. 2b. Radar residuals for Venus
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Fig. 2t. Radar residuals for Mars




























Fig. 4. 1971/1973 M k closure analysis—histogram of residuals
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Fig. 5a. Optical residuals illustrating the 'opposition effect" for M+rcury
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Fig. 5b. Optical residuals illustrating the "opposition effect" for Venus
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Fig. 5c. Optical residuals illustrating the "opposition effect" for Mars
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Fig. 5d. Optical residuals illustrating the 'opposition effect' for Jupiter
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Fig. 5e. Optical residuals illustrating the 'opposition effect" for Saturn
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Fig. 5f. Optical residuals illustrating the 'opposition effect" for Uranus
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Fig. 5g. Optical residuals illustrating the 'opposition effect" for Neptune






Table 1. Optical observations
Planct	 Na	 oe,"	 N^	 un.
Sun 8221 0.81 79.30 0.83
Mercury 2112 0.98 23.99 O 85
Venus 3566 1.17 3386 0.89
Mars 3•'10 0.0 804 O.S.S
Jupiter 11168 4). WA) 1090 011
•	 Saturn 1091 0.5.3 1040 0.54
Uranus 1048 0.37 103.1 0.45
Neptune 1037 0.40 1015 0.50
Table 2.	 Radar observations
Mercury	 Venus Man
Source
N	 o, µs	 N	 s, As N	 o,
 As
Arecibo 106	 17.1	 248	 8.1 30	 83.3&




Goldstone 13 294	 38.2, 4	 10.0
Goldstone 13/14 9	 9.2	 14	 7.6 :0)	 11.4
Goldstone 14 22	 8.6	 44	 13.4 699	 10.7
nThese data are mostly pre-19117 and are therefore of inferior
quality. They were severely down-weighted in the solution for
DE96.
Table 3. Mariner 9 range points
N Julian ( late o, µx
77 2441272 -2441:361 0.25
81 2441.389 -2441540 0.29
487 2441541 -2441555 0.78
2441577 - 2441602
159 2441556 -2441575 2.50
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Table 4.	 Initial conditions for DE96 at JED - 2440000.5
x Y z z r z
Mercury -.!961321 attttl It us -. 07"dtr 9t 14606671 -• 00110ata•ut le a. • .6000106617"3446 It .. PSI S4r9o9S946#479 -. a Ito IS" 1#7911WV
Venus . ► 131 %~. 3.4o 76v6 .47N•r71 16v6)aala6 1e19'Ip37NN6097 -,Olr1019S NOr )S9e! e1268NNtr113717 0"62170414N1t11
E-`t bar-)center -.e2SiVV96t609l9337 -.l1)/o3Sr96911n16*• O1.94/n19e46MrN ..007)11rM!•t16/78 -.De11700eal7it ► IN
Mar y lr90au »III /SOVItt 1. IS? 0.57a».607161 .61#71 r t 71St90191v ..ellU MS t9N 1 7900 7 ODrn90N t107lSr)I nntNN4l11n74gS
Jupiter _3, 90 119.46319091979 1.61"Go7Sto140 I% 10 .90602247007006300 -.08t130191n 10f9l/t -.r0a1706N3MHr#e -.On#4SN I"a I"so 14
Saturn n• V676so7b2S IV. % %10 d.64SS.3VVt J%%V l6 la . 10010!16077 teJVN - , 01119147 lr 3866y4t . n46e9 646 "Aa1191 . n0)1067t1744 x011\
Uranus -Is .10 /9eu06rJ 729 yU•S SS129/N0Y3eS6t 11 .99832 a .66713190 11 . .000186001180)0016 -.00!171 t#441#04.IS -.De1Nn46 7•l411 H0
Neptune -17.40306607201312395 .84.12460930 N 3484606 -9.03617419+646431 a9 .00204 /S leH.otNS -. 00165111016" 1 9a -.nee 1118ne9194e9n•
i'Illtp -30•S4J0a.63-869w294 .7t464SY89Vll9l0SD 9.46576)91614676211 ,00016695601018/Ot -.0031 SItq 460).480 -.n0104 rot )9104)046
Mtmon - 0.2413010t19t 019 .0c t C"94 66756 x69 .u0H 113 +45716# 9 06 --000t40 )79Han 711) .na46rfN79 f0119e e .e^ns.744M 651#f re
a
Table 5.	 Initial conditions for DE96 at JED t 2440400.5
X Y z X Y 7.
Mercury . »S/vu5eo:63)06 - . 0953»ee195oaslDO - . omua7n6t199e ool1oa16oe5o75+5t Dtr4697a.7600t579 Dug»aa7na3.r919
Vends .6033SO3q1u336N7r -. MS9U67 AY]!46le6 -.19746 792149401146 .0I115avt 12O8 7San6 .n1S4R9DI750rrt7r .po62751574tn66#•0
E- fit barycenter .105041r36094115N -.9276t40Srs9100437 -.4023646946 464601# .0 1683 70 34119 1681 3 DO NSSOJNMOen15 .000674#29SD17et.3
Mars
-.13)47 H6lI1420l06 - 1.32696446437590644 . . 60SS5416 4 13326006 . OIMUt0l677N073 , OOOn 7ls4316/S29f4 - . 0003"t#67)70834)
Jupiter -S • l9Y I05e9le061t69a -.7709V13063097463a - . 1904103r640604540 . o0IomS&5$13273of5 -. 00653Sn8687 ?VII 58 -A ft#o)o 101247"164
Saturn 7. Y46t3e 5Y21tl05001 r.S071NSl !6406140) 1.3 NVS1S0656et0676 -,00315918649916017 .0461"8806909490) .0019419D14ee1Nlt
Uranus - la•Lt7NS4224057L03 - . 95836029!0692668! -.1st 47!46 Sln ll!!# 9 .000171344270%4617 . . 08376466t31""It - , 00!6!9 N8lUe7aa ►
Neptune -!6.614695 )0[!6503))4 -tl. 7e16.teeru0216l10 N J2IatS01t6 /tSSSS1 .00)62)606590\50..6 -.D01532931f01a96 N -,00064606 1)465117#
I'llltO -!0.4461r 99er297VS6V1 -.5174r506611e06e7t 9.OS4669600490N 381 .01102012 0 4 6683 791)6 -.00315#I 46)02!50 7 3 -.046 no1NN76e661.5
Moon - •000645 1ut 1040017] -.0019654406 Ul60N -.00108126161001347 .000	 158106\4771 -, 0001 74 01591Mt66 ^. a*flogo471749406'
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6 Rwult of solution for DE96.
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Table 6. Initial conditions for DE96 at JED 2440800S
x r r x Y z
Mercury -•64 /f0NYt61M1/11 • .fN61166/ 16664 Y1! •, I0N1J6f1M61tq/ .011..7\IM/6MN4 -. 011N0111101NA• • ,01N t111N0611196
Vellu6 - •J/ J9J166704917601 • .6191. 14100111431646 -.861 f6011'NO4 3.611J .0 MOO/161 N/fe10 -.0064/o%o q 1X110!4 '.0O. 1.•N0\N4.I.4
E.-M harycenter
.6$66A1633441111740116 -•1Jl4NL691790>•14 -.110890160644691% •117ee/1/Of0e1 1410 ./INenM/Nlt•M/ .nn4/A446401/607 ► !
Man - 1.047/1, 4640 7 140111 16 1.74NY1M 110664X6/ t\M91 11646X014/ •. e14/60/tM611M/{7 . ,6416 /6714 ►46X!10 -•n0/1f/I)ef64Nt06
jupiter - •.t4111916N4//106e -/.7.91 Y6/M/6.191/6 -1•/4/744/3064/79\10 O•NNl114M614f1 -. eeM0Nf0411e4167 -.001107447M0fAXn
Saturn •.Nw 1101N217INM •. 1011!0 I J409471\p h/417Hf•ry/et01 11 -.00.7!)17.7.08X16 .00 X64/61116610.46 nnlNlvlINYN9
Uranus -to-lost 1666YVt60M86 -1•NOt117J 1 1601fN/ -•6fI 11N400 ►OSNI\ e004 ►0.19f.•6••716 -. n071/t/61t>•o A0.n4 -.601 N4)I t•M/6116
Neptune `73.3106411 0 4 11 N• H1 ► -1.. lN81 76 1 7110 1 Xa/7 -e.11111061+4641%40 Onf6Nlof6N+161. (014f1N/40.3N7! -. ne n4474/In47.M41
Pluto •10.716J0t76W46{6441 -1.198%J60757607717! 6.63 OJS ))!40164X64 OOOlN6114M140N -. n0714M4.41l7N16 '.00111 •f 441 71 w64n•
Moon '•YU 16101 JOlU4 /. ► 147 .0nlot7f6191406707 .040N6.6JN64S\14 00044640010.11111
-.000:/M-+X406461 -.nn011n6NMnn4A+.
) j
Table 7. Radii and masses In DE96 	 Table 8. Miscellaneous consults used in DE96
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Table 9. (Contd)
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Table 10. The masses and Keplerion elements of the asteroids used in the force model
rn n,
Asteroid	 In1'. 1I	 u f (, • t!,	 ' W, • 1244000X).5) " /clay
ref v%	 5.9 x 10 e1,	 2.7663 .078796 10.604 811.'120 69.762 58.455 771 167
Pallas	 1.3 x 10- 11, 	2.7687 .241216 34.848 172.902 310.110 413.750 7711201
Vesta
	 1.2 x 10 0	 2.3619 088744 7.137 lo;,(i31 149.932 85.095 977.467
•The massos of Cert'% and Pallas are fruin Schubart ( Ref. 12 ), the mas. of 1'esta is from Ileru . ( Hef. 1:1 1, amt flee elements are from
the Astronomical Papers ( Hef, 14).
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